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[Title of the Invention] LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE

[Abstract]

[Object] To provide a liquid crystal display device which

is improved in cell gap precision and a seal property.

[Solving Means] Inner and outer peripheral seal lines 3

and 4 made of an ultraviolet-ray setting or thermosetting

sealant are applied to a first and second glass substrates 1

and 2, the liquid crystal materials 5 and spacers 7 are

housed in a hardened inside portion of the inner peripheral

seal line 3, and the first and second glass substrates 1 and

2 are bonded to each other when two substrates are pressed

against each other and the outer peripheral seal line 4 are

hardened. As the inner peripheral seal line 3 is made of a

material having an excellent sliding property, the spacers 7

which are put on the inner peripheral seal line 3 are

slipped, whereby the spacers 7 are prevented from being put

on the inner peripheral seal line 3, and when the first and

second glass substrates 1 and 2 are bonded to each other,

cell gap precision and a seal property are prevented from

being deteriorated.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A liquid crystal display device in which inner

and outer peripheral seal lines are formed on facing
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surfaces of two substrates which are disposed to face to

each other, liquid crystal materials and spacers are

disposed within the inner peripheral seal line, two

substrates are bonded with the seal lines, and liquid

crystal materials are sealed within the seal lines,

wherein the inner peripheral seal line is made of a

silicon or fluorine sealant.

[Claim 2] A liquid crystal display device in which inner

and outer peripheral seal lines are formed on facing

surfaces of two substrates which are disposed to face to

each other, liquid crystal materials and spacers are

disposed within the inner peripheral seal line, two

substrates are bonded with the seal lines, and liquid

crystal materials are sealed within the seal lines,

wherein the inner peripheral seal line is made of a

foaming resin or porous resin sealant.

[Claim 3] A liquid crystal display device in which inner

and outer peripheral seal lines are formed on. facing

surfaces of two substrates which are disposed to face to

each other, liquid crystal materials and spacers are

disposed within the inner peripheral seal line, two

substrates are bonded with the seal lines, and liquid

crystal materials are sealed within the seal lines,

wherein the inner peripheral seal line has a mountain-

shaped section.
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal

display device manufactured by a liquid crystal dropping

method.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

As well known, a liquid crystal display device is made

by filling liquid crystal materials between two glass

substrates forming transparent electrodes. The liquid

crystal materials are housed within space formed by seal

lines on facing surfaces of two glass substrates and two

glass substrates are bonded to each other with the seal

lines. Fig. 5 shows a sectional structure of a liquid

crystal display device manufactured by a liquid crystal

dropping method and is a perspective view clearly showing

the respective structural elements.

[0003]

As shown in Fig. 5, in a liquid crystal display device

20, liquid crystal materials and spacers are filled at an

inside portion of the inner peripheral seal line 23 on

facing surfaces of two glass substrates 21 and 22 which are

bonded to each other with two seal lines 23 and 24, a cell
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gap between the first and second glass substrates 21 and 22

is secured by the spacers 26, and the two seal lines 23 and

24 are prevented the liquid crystal materials 25 from being

leaked and allow the glass substrates 21 and 22 to be bonded

to each other. The liquid crystal display device 20 is

manufactured by the liquid crystal dropping method and in

the order shown in Fig. 6.

[0004]

As shown in Fig. 6(a), an ultraviolet-ray setting or

thermosetting sealant is applied as a seal line 23 on a

surface of the first glass substrate 21 facing the second

glass substrate 22. The sealant is used as a material to be

an elastic body after hardening. Similarly, as shown in Fig.

6(b), an ultraviolet-ray setting or thermosetting sealant is

applied as a seal line 24 on a surface of the second glass

substrate 22 facing the first glass substrate 21. When the

first glass substrate 21 and the second glass substrate 22

are bonded to each other with the seal lines 23 and 24, the

seal line 23 is applied as an inner peripheral seal line so

that two seal lines 23 and 24 are formed between two facing

surfaces

.

[0005]

Next, the sealant applied to the first glass substrate

21 is hardened through ultraviolet-ray setting or

thermosetting. As shown in Fig. 6(c), liquid crystal
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materials 25 are dropped at the inside of the substrate

surrounded by the hardened seal line 23, and spacers 26 are

scattered to form a cell gap between the first glass

substrate 21 and the second glass substrate 22. Then, as

shown in Fig. 6(d), the first glass substrate 21 and the

second glass substrate 22 are overlapped and pressed against

each other, and the sealant of the seal line 24 applied to

the second glass substrate 22 is hardened through

ultraviolet-ray setting or thermosetting and allows the

first and second glass substrates 21 and 22 to bond to each

other

.

[0006]

According to the above composition, because the inner

peripheral seal line 23 is made of an elastic body, the seal

line is adhered on a facing surface of the second glass

substrate 22 when the first and second glass substrates 21

and 22 are pressed against each other, thereby realizing a

seal property, and because the first and second glass

substrates 21 and 22 are bonded to each other with the outer

peripheral seal line 24, the liquid crystal materials 25

filled within the inside seal line 23 are prevented from

being leaked due to two seal lines.

[0007]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, as shown in Fig. 7, when the spacers 2 6 are
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scattered, they may be easily put on the inner peripheral

seal line 23. If the first and second glass substrates 21

and 22 are bonded to each other with the spacers put on the

inner peripheral seal line 23, the seal line 23 can not be

deformed to house the diameter 3 to 7pm of the spacer 26

which is similar with the seal line thickness 5 to 7pm

although the seal line 23 is an elastic body. Therefore,

when the spacers 26 are put on the inner peripheral seal

line 23, cell gap precision between two glass substrates 21

and 22 is deteriorated and the liquid crystal material 25

may be leaked due to damage in a seal property of the inner

peripheral seal line 23.

[0008]

The present invention is to solve the above-mentioned

problem, and an object of the present invention is to

provide a liquid crystal display device which can prevent

deterioration in cell gap precision or a seal property

caused by disposition of spacers on a seal line.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to achieve the above-mentioned object,

according to Aspect 1 of the present invention, there is

provided a liquid crystal display device in which inner and

outer peripheral seal lines are formed on facing surfaces of

two substrates which are disposed to face to each other,
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liquid crystal materials and spacers are disposed within the

inner peripheral seal line, two substrates are bonded with

the seal lines, and liquid crystal materials are sealed

within the seal lines, wherein the inner peripheral seal

line is made of a silicon or fluorine sealant.

[0010]

According to the above construction, as the inner

peripheral seal line is made of a silicon or fluorine

sealant, the seal line has an excellent sliding property for

the spacers made of a silicon material, so that the spacers

which are put on the inner peripheral seal line when the

spacers are scattered are not put on the inner peripheral

seal line when the two substrates are bonded to each other.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent deterioration in cell

gap precision or a seal property by bonding the substrates

to each other when the spacers are put on the inner

peripheral seal line.

[0011]

According to Aspect 2 of the present invention, there

is provided a liquid crystal display device in which inner

and outer peripheral seal lines are formed on facing

surfaces of two substrates which are disposed to face to

each other, liquid crystal materials and spacers are

disposed within the inner peripheral seal line, two

substrates are bonded with the seal lines, and liquid
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crystal materials are sealed within the seal lines, wherein

the inner peripheral seal line is made of a foaming resin or

porous resin sealant.

[0012]

According to the above construction, because a foaming

resin or porous resin sealant forming the inner peripheral

seal line includes much space, the spacers which are put on

the inner peripheral seal line when the spacers are

scattered are housed into the inner peripheral seal line by

pressing when the two substrates are bonded to each other.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent deterioration in cell

gap precision or a seal property by bonding the substrates

to each other when the spacers are put on the inner

peripheral seal line.

[0013]

According to Aspect 3 of the present invention, there

is provided a liquid crystal display device in which inner

and outer peripheral seal lines are formed on facing

surfaces of two substrates which are disposed to face to

each other, liquid crystal materials and spacers are

disposed within the inner peripheral seal line, two

substrates are bonded with the seal lines, and liquid

crystal materials are sealed within the seal lines, wherein

the inner peripheral seal line has a mountain-shaped section.

[0014]
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According to the above construction, the spacers which

are put on the inner peripheral seal line are easily slipped

from the mountain-shaped inclined surface and are not put on

the inner peripheral seal line. Therefore, it is possible

to prevent deterioration in cell gap precision or a seal

property by bonding the substrates to each other when the

spacers are put on the inner peripheral seal line.

[0015]

[Embodiments]

Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present invention

will be described with reference to the attached drawings.

Further, in order to clearly show small elements in the

respective figures, the figures are shown in a size ratio

different from a real size of elements and the real size

thereof is specifically described in the specification as

needed. Furthermore, the electrode, etc. formed in the

substrate are omitted.

[0016]

First, a manufacturing method employing a liquid

crystal dropping method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device according to an embodiment of the present

invention will be described. Fig. 1 shows steps (a) to (f)

of the manufacturing method and the descriptions will be

made in the order.

[0017]
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ta) As shown in Fig. 2(a), the sealant forming the

inner peripheral seal line 3 in the first glass substrate 1

is applied to the inner side of the outer peripheral seal

line 4 to be formed in the second glass substrate 2 to be

described later. The sealant is an ultraviolet-ray setting

or thermosetting resin, a material to be an elastic body

when hardened, and a material hard to react with a liquid

crystal material. The inner peripheral seal line 3 is

applied to an application thickness higher than a height of

the outer peripheral seal line 4 of the second glass

substrate 2 with a line width of 200pm or less. Here, an

ultraviolet-ray setting resin is used as the sealant and an

engraving offset printing is used as an application method.

The application method may use a screen process, a dispenser,

an ink jet, etc.

[0018]

(b) Because the inside of the inner peripheral seal

line 3 formed by the applied sealant becomes a housing of

liquid crystal materials, it is required to harden the

inside thereof before injecting the liquid crystal material,

and the inner peripheral seal line 3 is irradiated by

ultraviolet rays and hardened.

[0019]

(c) A predetermined amount of liquid crystal material 5

is dropped into the inside of the substrate surrounded by
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the hardened inner peripheral seal line 3.

[0020]

(d) Next, spacers 7 for forming a cell gap are applied

to the inside of the substrate.

[0021]

(e) Next, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the second glass

substrate 2 to which the sealant to be the outer peripheral

seal line 4 is applied is laid on the first glass substrate

1.

[0022]

(f) When the first glass substrate 1 and the second

glass substrate 2 are pressed against each other, non-

hardened outer peripheral seal line 4 is simultaneously

hardened by irradiation of ultraviolet rays, and the first

glass substrate 1 and the second glass substrate 2 are

bonded to each other. When two substrates are pressed

against and bonded to each other, since the inner peripheral

seal line 3 is an elastic body, the seal line 3 is pressed

up to the diameter of the spacers 7 by deforming due to

pressing and adhered to the second glass substrate 2,

thereby increasing a seal property.

[0023]

According to the above manufacturing method, when the

spacers 7 are scattered in the step (d) , the spacers 7 are

put on the seal line 3, and as in a convention liquid
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crystal display device, if the first and second substrates 1

and 2 are bonded to each other in a state where the spacers

7 are put on the seal line 3, cell gap precision between two

glass substrates is deteriorated and the liquid crystal

material 5 may be leaked due to deterioration in a seal

property. In order to solve the above-mentioned problem,

the present invention employs compositions of the following

embodiments. Hereinafter, the compositions of the following

embodiments will be described.

[0024]

A first embodiment of the present invention uses a

silicon (Si) or fluorine (F) rubber resin as a sealant

forming the inner peripheral seal line 3. When the rubber

resin is hardened, it has an excellent sliding property for

the spacers 7 made of a silicon dioxide (Si02 ) , etc.,

whereby until the second glass substrate 2 is bonded to the

first glass substrate 1, there is little possibility that

spacers are put on the seal line 3 and thus deterioration in

cell gap precision is prevented.

[0025]

Further, a second embodiment of the present invention

uses a foaming resin or porous resin sealant forming the

inner peripheral seal line 3. Because the sealant has much

space to house the spacers when hardened, the spacers 7

which are put on the inner peripheral seal line when the
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spacers are scattered are housed into the inner peripheral

seal line by pressing when the two substrates are bonded to

each other. Therefore, it is possible to prevent

deterioration in cell gap precision.

[0026]

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, in a third embodiment

of the present invention, as the inner peripheral seal line

3 has a mountain-shaped section, it has a inclined surface

and thus spherical spacers 7 are not put on the inner

peripheral seal line 3. A manufacturing method for allowing

the inner peripheral seal line 3 to have a mountain-shaped

section is to apply the sealant plural times while changing

an application width of the inner peripheral seal line 3

with sealant application means using in an engraving offset

printing

.

[0027]

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show a manufacturing method of a

case where the sealant is applied two times with an

engraving offset printing, where if a height of the inner

peripheral seal line 3 is 6|jm, the sealant 3a having an

application width of 100 to 200nm and a height of 3|im is

applied in a first printing and after hardening (or before

hardening) of the sealant, the sealant 3b having an

application width of 50jim and a height of 3[m is applied in

a second printing and hardened. As shown Fig. 3 that is an
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enlarged cross-sectional view, because the applied sealant

has a round-shaped section by flowing or surface tension,

the sealant has a smooth mountain-shaped section and the

spacers 7 which are put on the inner peripheral seal line 3

are easily slipped from a inclined surface and thus the

spacers 7 are not put on the inner peripheral seal line 3.

By using a material having an excellent sliding property

described in the first embodiment as a sealant for forming

the inner peripheral seal line 3, the spacers 7 are easily

slipped from the inner peripheral seal line 3 having a

mountain-shaped section

.

[0028]

[Advantages]

As described above, according to Aspect 1 of the

present invention, as the inner peripheral seal line is made

of a silicon or fluorine sealant, the seal line has an

excellent sliding property for the spacers made of a silicon

material, so that the spacers which are put on the inner

peripheral seal line when the spacers are scattered are not

put on the inner peripheral seal line when the two

substrates are bonded to each other. Therefore, it is

possible to prevent deterioration in cell gap precision or a

seal property by bonding the substrates to each other when

the spacers are put on the inner peripheral seal line.

[0029]
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Further, according to Aspect 2 of the present invention,

because a foaming resin or porous resin sealant forming the

inner peripheral seal line includes much space, the spacers

which are put on the inner peripheral seal line when the

spacers are scattered are housed into the inner peripheral

seal line by pressing when the two substrates are bonded to

each other. Therefore, it is possible to prevent

deterioration in cell gap precision or a seal property by

bonding the substrates to each other when the spacers are

put on the inner peripheral seal line.

[0030]

Furthermore, according to Aspect 3 of the present

invention, as the inner peripheral seal line has a mountain-

shaped inclined surface, the spacers which are put on the

inner peripheral seal line are slipped from the mountain-

shaped inclined surface and are not put on the inner

peripheral seal line. Therefore, it is possible to prevent

deterioration in cell gap precision or a seal property

because the spacers are put on the inner peripheral seal

line

.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating steps (a) to

(f) of a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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[Fig. 2]

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are top plan views illustrating a

forming method of inner and outer peripheral seal lines.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view illustrating

a sectional shape of the inner peripheral seal line

according to a third embodiment.

[Fig. 4]

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are perspective views illustrating

a forming method of the inner peripheral seal line according

to the third embodiment.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a

composition of a liquid crystal display device manufactured

by a liquid crystal dropping method.

[Fig. 6]

Figs. 6(a) to 6(d) are perspective views illustrating a

conventional method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device.

[Reference Numerals]

1: first glass substrate (first substrate)

2: second glass substrate (second substrate)

3: inner peripheral seal line

4: outer peripheral seal line

5: liquid crystal material
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7 : spacer
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